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FOREWORD
As part of the Agency's programme on nuclear safety, periodic
meetings are convened on different current safety issues relating to the
operation of nuclear power plants. These meetings provide a forum for the
exchange of technical information amongst the international community. This
form of international cooperation can make an important contribution towards
assuring nuclear safety, since work in one country may be relevant to other
countries as well.
In October 1984, the Agency convened a one-week Technical Committee
meeting on the Safety Aspects of Station Blackout at Nuclear Power Plants.
The Technical Committee consisted of 17 experts from the following 15 Member
States : Belgium, Brazil, Czechoslovakia, Finland, France, Germany (F.R.},
Italy, Korea (Rep. of), Mexico, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom,
United States of America and Yugoslavia. The Committee discussed
experiences, studies and actions taken in relation to the safety issue of
station blackout (i.e. the loss of all off-site and on-site AC power
sources). On the basis of these discussions, several recommendations were
developed by the Committee which will be useful in the development of
appropriate measures that should be considered for dealing with this
important safety issue. These recommendations and the results of the meeting
discussions are presented in this technical document.

The Agency greatfully acknowledges the contribution of the experts
which were provided by the Member States for the meeting. It also
appreciates the work of the Consultants Groups which assisted the Agency
Secretariat in developing the working document for the Committee and in
subsequently finalizing this technical document.

EDITORIAL NOTE
In preparing this material for the press, staff of the International Atomic Energy Agency
have mounted and paginated the original manuscripts and given some attention to presentation.
The views expressed do not necessarily reflect those of the governments of the Member States
or organizations under whose auspices the manuscripts were produced.
The use in this book of particular designations of countries or territories does not imply any
judgement by the publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of
their authorities and institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.
The mention of specific companies or of their products or brand names does not imply any
endorsement or recommendation on the part of the IAEA.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The issue of station blackout (i.e. loss of all off-site and on-site
alternating current power sources) arose because of the concern about the

reliability of emergency alternating current (AC) electrical power
generators at nuclear power plants. Many systems in a nuclear power plant

require AC power to perform their safety functions, both in normal operation
and during or following an accident.

Typical designs provide for one

additional emergency AC power source to that needed for maintaining core
cooling for extended periods of off-site power outage. Station blackout at a
nuclear power plant severely hinders the ability to provide cooling to the
reactor core by disabling all normal and most emergency core cooling
systems, as well as containment heat removal systems. If AC power were not
restored before the capability of the AC-independent systems to remove decay
heat was exceeded, the consequences of station blackout could be severe.
This wide-ranging dependence of safety systems on AC power is the reason why

some nuclear power plant risk assessments have identified station blackout
as a major contributor to risk for some plants (Ref. l). In situations where
diverse or more numerous, independent emergency AC power sources are
available, the risk of station blackout will be much lower.
1.1

OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

The principal focus of this report is on existing (either in
operation or under construction) light water reactor nuclear power plants.
However, many of the considerations discussed herein can be equally applied
to new plants, i.e. those not yet in construction. New plants could
incorporate design changes more readily than existing plants to improve AC
power reliability and/or enhance the ability to withstand station blackout
for longer periods of time. In this report, the deterministic assumption
that a station blackout may occur concurrent with another accident (e.g.
loss of coolant) will not be made unless that accident is a result of the

station blackout. This assumption is reasonable because the probability of
a station blackout, which by itself is a low probability event, occurring at
the same time as another independent accident, is extremely low.
This report is organized to provide a description of design and

procedural factors which safety asessments and reviews of operating
experience have shown to be important. These are divided into the off-site
power system, the on-site AC power systems and alternate (or nearby) sources

of power. The latter may be used in the unlikely event that both normal

off-site and on-site sources fail.
It must be emphasized that first priority should be placed on
designing and maintaining high reliability of both the off-site and on-site
AC power systems. This basic concept also applies to the capabilities for

restoring power sources which failed and making use of all available
alternate and nearby power sources during an emergency, to restore AC power
in a prompt manner. Discussions on these aspects are provided in chapters 2
and 3 of this report.
Because the expected event frequency and associated confidence in

such estimations of station blackout are uncertain, preparations should be
made to deal with a station blackout. The nature of those preparations,
whether they be optimizing emergency procedures to use existing equipment,
modifying this equipment to enhance capabilities, or adding new components
or systems to cope with station blackout, must be made in light of
plant-specific assessments and regulatory safety philosophies/requirements.

Discussions on these matters are provided in chapter 4.
General and specific conclusions and recommendations are provided in
chapter 5.

Appendix A provides a description of several case studies on

station blackout and loss of off-site power. Abstracts of papers and
presentations are provided in Appendix B with authors and affiliations
identified to facilitate personal contact. The References and Bibliography

contain a listing of reports, technical documents and standards related to
the subject matter.

1.2

DEFINITION OF STATION BLACKOUT

During normal plant operation, AC power is typically provided to the
safety and non-safety systems of the plant from the main generator through
an auxiliary transformer (Fig. 1). Power is delivered from the plant to the

off-site electrical transmission system through the main transformer to the
switchyard.

When the plant is not in operation, plant loads are provided

from the off-site power system either through a startup transformer or, in
some cases, the main tranformer.

Almost all nuclear power plants have at

least two sources of off-site power to the safety-related buses. In
addition, each nuclear power plant typically has at least two backup sources
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Figure 1 - Simplified Diagram of Examples of

Nuclear Power Plant AC Electrical Power Supply System

Note : In this A.C. electrical power supply configuration, there are:
(1)
Four emergency diesel generators and two auxiliary transformers
(2)

Gas turbines available to supply the safety-related buses even

if transmission systems A & B are unavailable
(3)

Auxiliary loads are supplied from transmission system A,
without the need of switchover, if the main generator trips.

of on-site AC power, normally diesel generators. If all sources of off-site
power become unavailable, and the main generator trips, the safety-related
buses are de-energized. An undervoltage signal would then cause the diesel
generator (or other emergency power source) to start automatically to
provide emergency AC power for these safety system buses. The loss of AC
power sources which normally energize the safety-related buses (all off-site
power, the main generator, and the backup, emergency AC power) is called, by
definition, a "station blackout".
Sources of power which are independent of safety-related buses (ana

their power supplies) may be available during a station blackout, unless
their failure is a direct result of the station blackout. These include
batteries for direct current (DC) power (and associated DC to AC converters
which provide power for the instrumentation and control system and emergency
lighting) and independent power sources such as, diesel-driven fire pumps
and dedicated diesel generators for high pressure makeup systems in boiling
water reactors.

These sources, however, do not provide power required for

contined long-term decay heat removal capability.

Some power plants provide additional sources of AC power for use in
systems designed to cope with special -emergencies or specifically to cope

with a station blackout. These dedicated sources of AC power are usually
diverse and independent of the emergency AC power system used to supply
standard complement of safety systems. Systems désignée for special

emergencies (e.g. airplane crash,-nearby explosion, or fire) provide a decay
heat removal capability which would be available during a station blackout
as would any system designed to enhance on-site AC power reliability to
assure successful operation of normal decay heat removal functions.

2.

NORMAL (OFF-SITE) POWER SYSTEM RELIABILITY

Operating experience has shown that loss of normal AC power can occur
due to several causes. These are related to grid reliability, plant design

and external influences (e.g. weather disturbances). Grid or plant sources
for normal AC power supplies can also be disrupted by other generally rare
external events such as earthquakes, aircraft crash and flooding. The hazard

and thus the likelihood, of these rare, externally-induced causes are very
specific to the site or the region in which the plant is located.
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2.1

GRID RELIABILITY

Past experience has shown that basically two different types of
failures can lead to grid failure. One type of failure occurs when there is
loss of generating capacity ; another type is loss of transmission capacity.
The grid system design may make allowance for variation of voltage and

frequency to help in avoiding grid failure.

The duration of power outage at a nuclear plant due to grid failure
can be affected by the priority and procedures provided for returning power
to the site.

2.1.1 Loss of Generating Capacity
As energy must be generated as it is consumed, there must be a

continuous balance between generation and consumption ; otherwise frequency
disturbances will occur. When a large generating unit, supplying a
substantial part of the consumption, is cut off from the grid, the resulting
imbalance causes a fluctuation in frequency. Ways to correct this
fluctuation could be by maintaining spinning reserves and/or load shedding.

If this fluctuation is out of the allowable range

it causes other power

plants to trip, leading to grid failure.
Load shedding is practiced in many countries and it involves the
temporary stepwise disconnection of low priority loads if adequate

generating capacity is not available. The amount of load rejected is a
function of the degree of frequency decline.

This might mean inconveniences

for a short time to a number of consumers until reserve units come on
stream. A benefit of load shedding is that it prevents grid failure, so
that operating power plants can remain linked to the grid, i.e. unaffected
nuclear power plants can continue to operate.

2.1.2

Loss of Transmission Capacity
Often, considerable distances must be covered to transmit electricity

from the power plants to population centres. In most cases there are
several lines available for transmission of power. However when a number of

lines are not available (e.g. due to some failures), the remaining ones must
pick up additional loads. Excessive overloading of the network leads to
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declining grid voltage, especially at points far from reactive power
supplies.

This can lead to tripping of the overcurrent protection and/or

the under impedance protection.

This type of network failure will adversely

affect the off-site power system connected to the nuclear power plant.

Such

events can be avoided if loads are shed on declining voltage.
2.2

PLANT-CENTERED LOSS OF OFF-SITE POWER

Past experiences have shown that normal off-site power supplies can
be lost even if the grid is intact.

In fact, when the grid is very

reliable, losses initiated at the site can be the most likely contributor.
Failures inside the plant, or at the switchyard, can prevent the
transmission lines from feeding electrical power to the plant. These
failures often involve human errors during maintenance or switching

operations. These failures may also be due to hardware problems (e.g.
insulation deterioration) or design deficiencies and, at some sites, to

localized weather-induced faults. Generally these losses are of short time
duration, especially when multiple reserve circuits are available to feed
the safety buses.
2.3.

WEATHER-INDUCED DISTURBANCES

Weather can impact large areas, having the potential to cause losses
of off-site power.

There have been cases at nuclear power plants in which

normal off-site power supplies have been lost because of severe weather

disturbances (Fig. 2 and Ref. 2).

Examples of adverse weather conditions

include hurricanes, storms, tornadoes, ice, snow, and lightning.

Some weather-induced losses of off-site power are recoverable within
a short time.

For example, high winds have blown lines next to each other

or near the transmission tower causing flashovers and temporary short

circuits.

If this occurs, automatic resetting of breakers can minimize the

duration of the loss of off-site power.

Lightning can also cause large

disturbances in the off-site power system.

However, certain design

features, such as lightning protection of the high voltage equipment in
switchyards, can eliminate many possible losses of off-site power due to
lightning.
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Weather disturbances have also caused long duration losses of
off-site power. These losses are of more importance to the safe operation
of nuclear power plants. For example, tornadoes, which can knock down
transmission towers or cut power lines , could result in long times to
restore off-site power. At plants near the coast, high winds causing salt
sprays have caused long duration outages ; however, some plants have a
capability to wash high voltage equipment in the switchyard (Fig. 3) to
minimize problems with salt sprays. Because of differences in climatic
conditions at different sites, the susceptibility to weather-induced losses
of off-site power events is very site-specific.

Weather-related losses of off-site power can affect the plant locally
or may affect a wider portion of the grid and nearby transmission facilities.

Figure 2 : Photograph of Switchyard Damage Caused By A Tornado At A
Nuclear Site When Plant Was Under Construction

Note; During this event, the nuclear plant was under construction (less
than 50% complete). Not all off-site power was lost because power to

the site was supplied via an underground line. This line was
independent of the 500 kV system that delivers power through the
switchyard.
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Figure 3 : Photograph of a Switchyard with Spray Wash Capability

3.

ON-SITE AND ALTERNATE AC POWER SUPPLIES RELIABILITY

An emergency AC power system provides a backup source of power for

safety systems if the normal (off-site) AC power sources become unavailable.

In addition, some designs provide a capability to use the main generator
prior to the use of the emergency AC system when the plant is separated from
the grid . There may also be available alternate sources of power, such as
nearby turbine generators or hydroelectric units which can provide power to
safety buses. These sources are discussed below.

3.1

MAIN GENERATOR (HOUSE LOAD) OPERATION

Some nuclear power plants are designed to cope with the reduction of

electrical loads when they are separated from the grid.

For plants with

this capability, the main generator is the normal source of AC power for the
house load. The reduction of reactor and generator power to a level just
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equal to the house load may be accomplished without tripping the reactor or
the turbine generator. This feature varies from plant to plant, and load
rejection capability can be up to 100% of total load.

The systems that perform the load rejection and switchover to house
load are, in general, operational systems. Although this plant feature is
mainly provided for reasons of economics, it has a positive impact on safety
as it can reduce the number of cases of loss of normal AC power and thus
also reduce the probability of occurrence of a station blackout. The weaker
the grid, the more advantageous it will be for the plant to have load
rejection capability. In addition, when the large power generating units
(e.g. nuclear power plants) are not shut down completely, grid recovery can
be achieved in a much shorter time.
The capability for load rejection and transfer to house load requires
careful analyses and design in order to obtain acceptable reliability (e.g.

50% to 90% success on demand) with this feature. The proper transition to
house load requires exact timing of electrical switching, proper
turbine-generator speed control and fast balancing of core power with
turbine load to avoid actuation of reactor or turbine trip signals.
3.2

EMERGENCY AC POWER SUPPLIES

The normal (off-site) power supply and/or main generator (for house
load operation) should be designed .to give the maximum reliability but, in
the event that these fail, the emergency AC power supplies provide power to
safety-related equipment. Generally emergency AC power is provided by diesel
generators, but other sources could also be used.

3.2.1

Design Basis
The emergency AC power supplies are designed to ensure the following

(Ref. 3):
1. For anticipated operational occurrences; provision of power to
those systems necessary to keep radiation releases within
prescribed limits. Anticipated occurrences include those that
primarily and directly affect the plant electrical power
systems themselves, e.g. loss of grid, loss of plant generation.
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2. For accident conditions; provision of power to those systems

necessary to keep radioactive releases within acceptable limits
over the total accident recovery period taking into account the
consequential effect of loss of plant power generation of the
grid over this period.
To fulfill the above, emergency AC power systems supply all safety

systems and others qualified as important to safe operation and are designed
for high functional reliability. Ref. 3 provides detailed description of
different designs of emergency AC power systems.
3.2.2

Reliability Considerations
Studies have shown (Ref. 3) that the reliability of emergency AC

power systems depends on a number of factors. These include :
1. The configuration of the diesel generators or other power sources
in terms of the number available and the number required for

shutdown cooling ;

2. The reliability of diesel generators or other power sources used
in the emergency AC power systems. Measures that may be

appropriate to improve this factor for diesel generators, include
the following :
a) improved standby conditions for the diesel generator when it is

not operating, such as prelubrication or continuous heating of
the cooling water ;

b) air dryers capacity for the starting air ;
c) effective maintenance assisted by design, logical
and precise instructions, training, supervision and
post-maintenance testing ; and

d) early identification and correction of design weaknesses by
studying applicable data from other plants.

3. The dependence of the system on support or auxiliary systems used
for actuation, control or cooling, fuel supply, starting air, etc.
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4. The vulnerability of the system to common cause failures due to
various design, human error, and internal or external
environmental hazards.
The reliability of the emergency AC power system depends, to a large
extent, on the system redundancy (e.g. number of diesel generators).

Systems with the least redundancy are most likely to fail because of
independent failures of diesel generators.

Systems with more redundant

diesel generators naturally have a higher reliability than less redundant
systems.

In spite of redundancy, however, common cause failures (e.g. human

factors) can still occur.
Therefore a high degree of independence or diversity of power supplies is

usually necessary to achieve an extremely high degree of reliability.
3.2.3

Operating Experience

Operating experience has shown that diesel generator failures vary in
nature with no single design or operating aspect representing a generically
dominant contributor. This is not to say that any one particular unit will

be susceptible to all possible failure modes with equal importance. It is
more likely that a few specific defects may exist and, if not discovered and
corrected, future failures may occur. The general types of failures observed
can be classified into the following :

1. Design and hardware failures related to mechanical integrity or

various failure modes in the diesel generator subsystems such as
fuel, cooling, starting, and actuation ;
2. Operation and maintenance errors related to the correctness and
adequacy of procedures or training, and human factor including
errors of commission and omission ; and
3. Failures which occur in support systems, or at interfaces with
support and other systems, which can involve DC control power,
service (or raw) water cooling, environmental control (air
temperature and quality), and interface with the normal AC power

system.
Multiple diesel generator failures can occur when a common factor or
dependency exists for two or more units. These may also include design and
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operating deficiencies similar to these previously mentioned, but in this
case degradation or failure occurs concurrently in multiple diesel units.

For instance, a defective crankshaft design may be such that mechanical

failure is highly likely to occur after a certain amount of usage. If two or
more diesel generators reach that usage level at nearly the same time,

concurrent failures may result. As another example, defective maintenance
procedures and training may result in human errors causing failure or
simultaneous outages of two or more diesel units.

A second type of common cause failure is related to the existence of
single point vulnerabilities. Examples include a check valve in a header of
a cooling water supply, unrecognized dependence on an obscure single control

circuit or element, and usage of common fuel supplies and containers.
A third class of common cause failures can be related to commonality

of location with regard to environmental conditions for which adequate
protection is not provided. These can include items such as fire, flood,
dust, corrosive elements in air, or temperature and humidity extremes.

3.2.4

Qualification and Surveillance Testing
The reliability of the stand-by electric power generating units

(diesel and/or gas turbine generators) needs to be independently verified by
means of tests during the pre-operational phase. These tests may include :
1. Ability of the prime mover to start and reach nominal speed - the
minimum number of an uninterrupted sequence of successful starts
may be set in accordance with the reliability and confidence
levels given in the acceptance criteria or considered by the plant
design ;

2. Time required for starting and accepting rated load - as given in
the design specification ; and

3. Smooth paralleling capability to accept load in a stepwise manner
over the entire load range - the voltage and frequency must be

maintained within limits that will not result in damage or
deterioration of the performance of any load, even during
electric transients (e.g., caused by the opening of main breakers,
addition to or removal of the largest load from the bus bars, etc.),
18

The reliability levels of these units must be maintained during the
entire plant life and a surveillance programme has to be developed and
implemented. Among the key aspects of such a programme are :
1. Periodic start-up tests with the time interval between tests to be
set in relation to the reliability level to be maintained (weekly
or monthly tests are usually the most common choices) ;

2. Periodic test of the ability to accept rated load and to operate
properly for a set period ;
3. Conditions under which a generating unit may be removed from or
returned to service (repair, planned maintenance, etc.) or
subjected to a periodic test ;
4. Periodic qualitative and statistical analysis of data collected

from tests or actual demands of the standby units, from
maintenance records, etc. A reassessment of failure rates and
system reliability could be performed on the basis of new data
collected. Eventual modifications to the test programme can be
derived from these studies.
3.3

ALTERNATE SOURCES OF AC POWER

Some sites have nearby alternate power supplies (e.g. gas turbines or
hydroelectric plants) in addition to the "normal" emergency AC power
supplies. These sources are not classified as "safety systems". However,
they can significantly reduce the probability of a total loss of AC power or

they can reduce the duration of such losses.
In order to place some reliance on these alternate sources it is
necessary to have knowledge of several of their characteristics such as the
design features, reliability, and normal configuration (i.e. if the sources
are normally connected to the grid or on standby basis). In addition,
operators need to exercise administrative control over their operations,
i.e., they have to know the operational status of the sources, decide over
their priority duties and have the procedures and training for restoring the
AC power to the nuclear plant from these sources.
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4.

ABILITY TO COPE WITH A STATION BLACKOUT
It is recognized that a station blackout is an event of rather low

probability because of the incorporation in the plant of design provisions
for preventing its occurrence ; nevertheless, the plant staff must be
prepared to cope with the event.

Station blackout could occur during all

phases of plant operation, including the transition from hot shutdown to
cold shutdown condition. Furthermore, over and above operator actions for
coping with the event, steps must be taken to restore AC power from the
off-site and/or on-site power supplies, since there are time limits on the
ability to remove decay heat with loss of all AC power, as will be discussed
below.
4.1

DURATION OF STATION BLACKOUT

In the process of developing the procedures and/or designing the
systems necessary to cope with a station blackout, one must first determine
the maximum credible duration of a station blackout. This duration is of
course plant and site-specific and is strongly influenced by how long it

takes to restore off-site power to the plant.

In a very stable and

interconnected grid, the probability of losing off-site power for extended
periods is very low. Typical values for maximum station blackout durations
would be in the range of a few hours.

In this case, the development of

appropriate procedures and training of operators could constitute the major

means for coping with the event. If loss of off-site power for long
durations can be expected (e.g., for sites which are subject to extreme
weather conditions), then the on-site power system design will need to take

these events into account, by including additional emergency or alternate
power sources as previously discussed in Section 3.2.

4.2

HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEMS
The occurrence of a station blackout is a serious concern because it

has a major effect on the availability of systems for removing decay heat
from the reactor core.

During normal plant operation, heat is transferred

from the reactor core using large motor-driven pumps that circulate water
past fuel rods.

Energy from the fuel rods is transferred to the water which

is heated to create steam either directly or through steam generators.
steam then turns a turbine which is connected to a generator to produce
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The

electrical power.

Steam exiting the turbine is condensed in a condenser,

and the cold feedwater is pumped back either to the reactor vessel or the

steam generators to complete the cycle. Heat energy given up in the
condenser is then transferred to the environment through a large body of
water or cooling towers.
When off-site power is unavailable and the plant trips, the reactor

coolant pumps and main feedwater pumps will not operate. Alternate means of

removing heat from the core are necessary. Systems that provide this heat
removal function may be powered by: 1) the on-site AC power system (through
the safety-related buses), 2) steam, 3) or in some cases, dedicated diesel
generators. During a station blackout, only those systems that are
independent of AC power from the safety-related buses are available to
remove decay heat.

These systems are mentioned in Sections 4.2.1 (for

Pressurized Water Reactors) and 4.2.2 (for boiling Water Reactors). In all

light water reactors (LWRs), the ability to remove decay heat is adequate
for some short period of time depending on: 1) the availability of makeup
water supplies; 2) procedures and training to respond to the station
blackout (see Section 4.6); and 3) the potential degrading effects on
support systems, over time, during a station blackout. The ability to cope
with a station blackout will vary from plant to plant depending on the
specific design and capability of equipment, the quality of specific
emergency procedures, and the operators'ability to handle the situation.
If all AC-independent decay heat removal systems were not available
during a station blackout, no additional water could be added to the
system.

In this case, the inherent heat capacity of water already in the

system could remove heat for only a short time before the reactor core

becomes uncovered.

4.2.1

Pressurized Water Reactors
In pressurized water reactors (PWRs), the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)

system is designed to remove heat from the steam generators in the event of

a transient or an accident. Water is pumped from the condensate storage
tank to the steam generators by either motor - or steam turbine-driven
pumps.

The water is converted to steam as it absorbs heat from the primary

system, and the steam is then vented to the atmosphere through steam-relief

valves. Energy is removed from the core to the steam generators by means of
natural circulation.
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In the event of a station blackout, only the turbine-driven train of

the AFW system is available (Fig. 4a). One of the most important functions
lost in PWRs during a station blackout is the ability to make up reactor

coolant to the primary system.

Large leakage during station blackout could

cause rapid depletion of the primary coolant, uncovering the reactor core
early in the transient. Several potential mechanisms exist for such a
possiblity. They include leakage from the reactor coolant pumps seals,
failure to isolate letdown lines and sticking open of a pilot operated

relief valve. A secondary concern is the unavailability of the residual heat
removal (RHR) system for long-term decay heat removal.

In some PWR plant designs, in addition to the turbine-driven AFW
pump, there exists another steam turbine which drives an electric generator

(Fig. 4b). This generator, in turn, supplies electricity to:
1. A high pressure pump which injects water into the primary system

through the seal injection line, thus allowing the primary water

inventory to be maintained by compensating for normal leakage and
water shrinkage due to cooldown ; and
2. Battery chargers.
With this feature, the important systems needed to maintain the plant
in a safe condition can be made operational for as long as steam is
available. The length of time that this steam is available depends on the
operating history of the reactor and the rate of cooldown of the plant.

Still in other PWR plant designs, feedwater to the steam generators
can be supplied from a system independent of the normal feedwater supply.
separate building designed to withstand external events (e.g., airplane
crashes, gas explosions) houses feedwater reservoirs from which emergency
feedwater pumps take suction.

Each of these pumps is propelled by a

separate diesel engine (Fig. Ac).
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Simplified Flow Diagram of
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4.2.2

Boiling Water Reactors

For the purpose of this report, boiling water reactors (BWRs) can be
considered in two categories depending on the functional capability of decay
heat removal systems during a station blackout. First, are the older BWR
designs that use an isolation condenser system (Figure 5a) for heat removal
to the environment without AC power available, and do not have the
capability to make up water to the reactor during a station blackout.

The

isolation condenser is a passive system that operates by natural
circulation.

Supplying water to the shell side of the condenser by a

dedicated diesel-driven pump and opening a condensate return valve, will

maintain decay heat removal during a station blackout.

This type of plant

is similar to a PWR in that makeup to the reactor coolant system is lost anu
the RHR system is unavailable. The potential for reactor coolant
recirculation pump seal leakage and for sticking open of a safety/relief
valve exists. Such failures could cause early uncovering of the core during
a station blackout when primary coolant makeup is unavailable.
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The second category of BWRs includes those newer designs which
incorporate high pressure coolant injection and/or high pressure core spray
both to remove decay heat from the core and to control water inventory in
the reactor vessel.

In these plants, decay heat is not removed to. the

environment but is transferred to the suppression pool. Either steam
turbine-driven pumps or motor-driven pumps using a dedicated diesel
generator are used to pump water from the condensate storage tank or the
suppression pool into the reactor vessel (Fig. 5b and 5c). The source of
steam for the steam-turbine driven system is the main steam line from the
reactor vessel. The reactor vessel can be depressurized through pressure
relief valves which dump steam directly to the suppression pool. With this
newer design, makeup to the reactor vessel is available during a station
blackout, but long-term heat removal in the form of suppression pool
cooling, as well as low pressure coolant injection and recirculation, are
not.
For these newer BVRs, the time the plant can maintain a safe condition
before recovering AC power is determined, in part, by the maximum
suppression pool temperature which will permit continued successful
long-term decay heat removal.

Vent

Condensate
Storage Tank
TRANSFER
PUMP
Condenser

FIREPUMP
LAKE

RECIRC. LINES

DEDICATED
DIESEL

Figure 5a
Simplified Diagram of Typical Isolation Condenser Design for BWRs
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Figure 5b
Simplified Flow Diagram of Steam Turbine Driven High Pressure

Coolant Injection System for BWRs
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Figure 5c - Example of BWR Core Cooling Systems
Including Systems Independent from AC Busbars
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A.3

PLANT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

Monitoring the state of the plant during a station blackout is
necessary so that the operators can have sufficient information on the

progress of decay heat removal from the reactor core and the plant status. A
part of the normal instrumentation of the plant can be utilized for this
purpose ; however, they must be powered from batteries during the entire
duration of the station blackout.
For pressurized water reactors, some of the important plant data
include the following : position of all control rods ; primary system
pressure ; pressurizer level (temperature-compensated) ; cold leg
temperatures ; water level in reactor vessel ; coolant temperature at the
top of the core ; pressurizer temperature ; subcooling margin ; neutron
flux ; pressure, temperature, humidity and activity in reactor containment ;
position of pressurizer relief valve ; level and pressure in all steam
generators ; auxiliary feedwater flow ; level of feedwater tank and/or
condensate storage tanks ; and position of steam pressure relief valves

and/or steam generator safety valves.
For boiling water reactors, some examples of important plant data
include : position of all control rods ; neutron flux ; reactor vessel
pressure ; water level in pressure vessel ; suppression pool temperature ;
neutron flux ; position of relief system valves ; auxiliary feedwater (high
pressure reactor coolant injection) flow ; and level of condensate storage
tanks.
4.4

SUPPORT SYSTEhS NEEDED DURING A STATION BLACKOUT

Support and auxiliary systems are necessary for decay heat removal in
the event of a station blackout. Such systems include the following:
1. DC power supply ;
2. Condensate storage supply ;

3. Compressed air or other gases ;
4. Lighting and communication systems ; and
5. Heating, ventilation and air conditioning.
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4.4.1 DC Power Supply

The most important support system for both PWRs and BWRs is the DC
power supply.

During a station blackout, unless special emergency systems

are provided, battery charging capability is lost. Therefore, the capacity
of the DC system to provide power needed for instrumentation and control can
be a significant time constraint on the ability of a plant to cope with a

station blackout.

DC power systems are generally designed for a certain

capacity in the event of a design basis accident with battery charging
unavailable.

However, the system loads for decay heat removal during a

total loss of AC power are somewhat less than the expected design basis
accident loads on the DC power system.

Therefore, most DC power systems in

operation today have additional capacity to last a longer time during a
station blackout.

4.4.2

Condensate Storage Supply
Another important item for decay heat removal during station blackout

is the condensate storage tank capacity.

Normally, this tank contains a

sufficient amount of water to cool the reactor until the RHR system can be
placed in operation.

Since the RUR system is unavailable during a loss of

all AC power, the ability to cope with station blackout is a function of the
condensate storage tank capacity.
4.4.3

Compressed Air Supply

During a station blackout, there may be need to operate some
pneumatic valves such as the steam relief valve.

Since AC power is not

available, the air compressor cannot function. For this reason, local air
reservoirs are normally provided which will permit the valves to be operated
for a limited number of cycles. After exhaustion of the air supply,
operation of these valves may have to be manually performed by the
operations staff.
4.4.4 'Lighting and Communication

Sufficient illumination must be available in vital areas in the plant
such as the control room and in areas (e.g. in the location of vital
equipment) where local operations will be required.
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It is also important

for good coordination that a reliable system is available to permit

communication at all times between the control room and the area operators.
4.4.5

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning

During station blackout, normal heating, ventilation and air
conditioning in the plant is unavailable. Equipment needed to operate
during a station blackout needs to be designed to operate in adverse
environmental conditions (.e.g. temperature, pressure, humidity) that could
occur as a result of the event. Otherwise, dependent failures of such

equipment would increase the probability of core damage in the event of a
long duration station blackout.
4.5

ACCIDENT ANALYSES

Important factors that determine a plant's susceptibility to a
station blackout and the ability to cope with a station blackout are very
plant-specific. Reference 4 presents results of analyses of station
blackout accident sequences for several "generic" LWR plants in the United

States. Several observations from this report are presented in the
following paragraphs to give some perspective on accident sequences
resulting from a station blackout and a general estimate of the amount of

time available to restore AC power before core damage begins. It is
important to note that there could be substantial differences at various
plants because of different designs and system capabilities.
Off-site power loss, diesel generator unavailability, and the
non-recovery of either off-site or on-site AC power are important to

virtually every station blackout core damage sequence. Thus, improvements
in the reliability and recovery of both these systems have a direct impact
on the entire core damage probability from all station blackout sequences.

The major importance of DC power to station blackout is with regard
to how long DC power can be maintained before it is depleted without battery

charging or otherwise made unavailable due to prolonged loss of AC power.
Maintaining battery availability provides power needed for control (e.g.
valves), instrumentation to monitor plant status, and lighting in vital
plant areas. Loss of DC power can also hinder the ease with which off-site
or on-site AC power can be restored due to the need for local manual closing
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of breakers.

Estimates of time to battery depletion after a station

blackout are two hours or more.
For PWRs, early failure of the steam turbine-driven auxiliary

feedwater (AFW) system could lead to core damage in approximately one
to two hours. Core damage probabilities due to system failures in the 2 to

12 hour time period following station blackout could be just as great, if
not greater, than core damage probabilities due to early AFW failures
following station blackout.

Depleting the condensate storage tank could

cause core damage in the four to sixteen hour time frame, depending on

condensate storage tank capacity or the ability to provide water to the AFW
systems from alternate supplies.

During a station blackout, normal cooling

to reactor coolant pump seals is unavailable.

The ability of reactor

coolant pumps seals to maintain their integrity without seal cooling is an
important factor to limit primary system coolant loss and therefore the time
to core uncovery.

For BWRs with isolation condensers, core damage probabilities due to
failures in the 2 to 12 hour period could be greater than core damage
probabilities in the early time frame (1 to 2 hours) due to initial

unavailability of the isolation condenser system. This is particularly true
for those plants with no AC-independent system capable of providing primary

system makeup.

As with the PWRs, this is highly dependent on the

recirculation pump seal LOCA probability.
For BWRs with high pressure coolant injection and/or high pressure

core sprays, core damage probabilities due to system failures in the 2 to
12 hour time period appear to dominate the overall core damage probability
from station blackout.

One of the limiting factors for these plants is the

heating up of the suppression pool. It is likely that temperature limits on

the suppression pool would not be reached until about eight hours after a
station blackout.
4.6

EQUIPMENT OPERABILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY, PROCEDURES AND TRAINING

Some equipment, especially essential valves with their actuators and

controls, must maintain their operadility even after a loss of DC supply or
compressed air. An example of such valves is the PWR steam pressure relief
valves needed for cooling down the plant. If these valves are powered by

compressed air, a controlled connection for portable pressure air flasks
should be available and/or they must be capable of being manually operated.
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There are also valves that, in case of loss of AC power or other
operating medium, must automatically either close to suppress, e.g., an

uncontrolled leakage from the reactor or to stay open to ensure decay heat
removal and cooling capability. Reactor coolant letdown valves in PWRs are
typical of the former case, while the auxiliary feedwater (high pressure
coolant injection) system valves in BWRs is an example of the latter case.
Provision for manual operation must be made for some valve actuators
to isolate, for example, the emergency water accumulators during cooling

down. Some valves, such as the pressure relief system valves in BWRs, must
maintain their function to remove decay heat from the reactor core despite
loss of source of motive power (e.g., compressed air).
In the event of a station blackout, access into some buildings and
rooms may be difficult, for example, because of the loss of function of an

electric key card system. Therefore, it is important to have provisions
(e.g., keys and procedures), to be able to open the doors of buildings and
rooms such as diesel generator building, battery room, etc.
Actions necessary to operate systems that are needed to cope with a
station blackout are not routine, and therefore specific procedures and
training are needed for such an occurrence. For example, in PWRs, operators
must control the rate of heat removal from the steam generators by releasing
steam and feeding through the auxiliary feeawater system in order to

maintain the proper pressure and temperature balance within the primary
coolant system to assure adequate natural circulation. Although there exist
analytical and experimental evidence suggesting that natural circulation and
adequate decay heat removal can be maintained when pressurizer level is
lost, and in fact, when a two-phase flow mixture exists in a reactor coolant
system up to the point of reactor core uncovery (Ref. 4), complications

would be present adding to the difficulty of operator recovery actions.
Past experience has shown that in cooling by natural circulation during a

loss of off-site power, saturation conditions can be reached by the water in
the upper part of the reactor vessel and as a consequence, bubbling or a
steam void can occur. This phenomenon can certainly be expected to also
occur during a station blackout and would have to be accounted for in the

preparation and verification of emergency procedures.
In BWRs with high pressure coolant injection and/or high pressure

core spray, the operator must control the level of reactor coolant in the
vessel. This requires actuation of both makeup and relief systems.
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The issue of hot shutdown versus Immediate cooling during station
blackout needs to be analyzed and appropriate procedures developed. For
example, the cooldown process in a PWR, unless it is equipped with special
emergency systems, will result in the loss of pressurizer level and lead to
the formation of a bubble at the upper part of the pressure vessel.

On the

other hand, extended hot shutdown operation will require a large amount of
condensate storage capacity.

It may also lead to reactor coolant pump seal

degradation.
An effective maintenance programme can make a significant

contribution towaras preventing the occurrence of a station blackout event
and ensuring that equipment and systems designed to cope with such event
will function when required.

A good preventive maintenance programme can

assist in identifying possible potential problems before they arise.

Good

maintenance procedures must be prepared and personnel trained in order to
ensure that maintenance is performed properly and timely, thus avoiding
undue outage of systems and equipment.

The role of quality assurance in an

effective maintenance programme must also be recognized, as well as the need
to identify and have available adequate supplies and spare parts.

Finally,

maintenance effectiveness will require the commitment of management in terms
of providing the necessary logistic and administrative support.

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In the development of measures and actions concerning the issue of
station blackout, first priority should be placed on designing and
maintaining high reliability of both the off—site and on-site AC power

systems. This basic conclusion also applies to the capabilities for

restoring failed power sources and making use of all available alternate
power sources during an emergency to restore AC power in a prompt manner.
Other specific conclusions and recommendations on the issue are
discussed below.
5.1

CONCLUSIONS

1.

The likelihood of station blackout is generally considered to be
low ; however, it can vary considerably depending on both design and
location aspects of the off-site and on-site AC power systems ;
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2.

The aspects which have major impact on the frequency and duration of
loss of off-site power include :
a) reliability of the grid ;

b) availability and soundness of procedures and appropriate training
to minimize operational errors causing loss of off-site power
and to allow prompt restoration ;

c) availability and capability of alternate sources to supply safety
buses when the normal sources are unavailable ; and

d) proximity to and susceptibility to external hazards, especially
severe weather conditions.
3.

Although among the least likely causes of off-site power-failure,
external hazards have the potential for longer outages (from hours up

to days in the most extreme cases). An additional consideration for
external hazards is the potential coupling of off-site and on-site
(emergency) AC power failure from a single cause.
A.

The capability required for emergency AC power systems for design
basis accidents generally exceeds that necessary for decay heat

removal with loss of off-site power and no additional failures.
5.

The reliability of the emergency AC power system required for decay
heat removal during a loss of off-site power appears to be most

dependent on the following :
a) level of redundancy and diversity of the emergency AC power
trains ;
b) reliability performance level of the emergency AC power
sources (e.g., diesel generators) ;

c) degree of dependence on support systems and the reliability
of these support systems (e.g., DC power, cooling water
system) ; and
d) susceptibility to common cause or dependent failures from

deficiencies in design, operations (procedures, maintenance
training) and support system dependencies.
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6.

Attention to design details and operations are necessary to realize
the optimum reliability for a given design configuration. When

deficiencies in design, detail, and operations are effectively
limited, additional sources of emergency AC power can represent
significant reliability enhancement to the minimum supplies necessary

to remove decay heat during off-site power outages.
7.

During a station blackout, decay heat removal can be achieved for
limited durations with the AC independent systems normally available
in LWRs.

8.

Long term decay heat removal during extended station blackout may be
difficult or impossible to maintain unless special design and
operational provisions have been made. These special provisions may
be achieved through enhancing existing decay heat removal system
capabilities or use of a separate bunkered type shutdown cooling
system(s).

9.

Based on past experiences, if station blackouts occur, they are

expected to be of short duration (up to a few hours). Therefore,
significant safety benefits can occur if a plan of action to cope
with a station blackout, including procedures and training, is
developed recognizing plant-specific capabilities.

5.2

RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations presented below should be considered in the light
of the safety significance of station blackout for specific plant designs
associated with off-site and on-site AC power systems and any special

capabilities which may be available for coping with a station blackout.
1.

Review design and operations of the normal (off-site) power systems

to identify factors which may contribute to losses of otf-site power.
Where practical, rectify design and operational weaknesses including
modification of procedures and administrative controls to limit the
likelihood of future failures.
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2.

Review the capability and availability of alternate sources of power
which can serve as a backup to the normal (off-site) power supply.

Develop a plan, including procedures, on how these alternate sources
of power can be used to enhance the recovery of AC power during a
station blackout in consideration of the credible failure modes
identified in recommendation 1.

3.

Review the design and operation of the emergency AC power system to
identify factors which may contribute to unreliable performance
during a loss of the normal (off-site) power system. This review
should identify any potential single failure points (active and
passive), common design and operational elements of the system,
support system dependency, and Interfaces with the normal AC power
sources. Where practical, rectify design and operational weaknesses
including modification of procedures and administrative controls to
enhance system reliability and availability.

4.

As appropriate, an emergency AC power system reliability program
should be implemented to maintain a high level of performance
throughout the plant operating lifetime. Reliability program elements

should encompass the following :
a) impact of future design and procedural modifications on system

reliability ;
b) spare parts and preventive maintenance plan integrated with
manufacturer recommendations ;
c) training of operations and maintenance personnel to address
potential reliability problems ;
d) surveillance testing effectiveness in demonstrating actual system
reliability without degrading that reliability ;
*i
e) accurate failure reporting, causal evaluation, reliability

performance analysis, and corrective action assessment ; and
f) integration with quality assurance and other related programs
currently in place.
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5.

Develop procedures and train personnel to use plant systems which
would be available during a station blackout for decay heat removal

during the period when sources of AC power are being restored.
Procedures should seek to maximize inherent decay heat removal
capabilities.
6.

Develop procedures and train personnel to minimize the recovery time
for losses of off-site power.
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A.I - STATION BLACKOUT
A.1.1

Temporary Station Blackout (Due to Severe Weather Conditions) at the

Fort St. Vrain Nuclear Power Plant, USA
(Contributed by A. Rubin, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission)

At 09:30 hours on 17 May, 1983, the off-site power system at Fort
St. Vrain started developing problems due to severe weather conditions (high
winds and snow).

The reactor and turbine-generator were already in the

shutdown condition at this time. At 11:13 hours the emergency diesel
generator IB EDG was started and tied to the 1C 480V Essential Bus as a

precautionary measure (the 1A EDG was out for maintenance during this
time). At 11:45 hours all off-site power was lost to the station, and the
IB EDG output breaker tripped apparently on overload. At this point the
plant was virtually without any AC power (inverters powered by the DC system

were still available).
Plant operators took immediate corrective actions by manually
resetting the load shedding relays (by pulling out the appropriate control
circuit fuses) and re-energizing the 1C and IB 480V essential buses by the
way of the IB EDG and re-establishing the required essential loads within
approximately twenty-five minutes. Forty-five minutes after the loss of
off-site power, the 1A EDG was also returned to operation, and the 1A 480V
essential bus and loads were energized. An hour later off-site power was

restored and the 1A and IB EDGs were returned to their normal standby
condition.

Normally on a loss of off-site power and turbine trip, the EDGs start
and load shedding relays actuate to strip the 480V essential buses of all
electrical loads. The load shedding relays are then automatically reset
when voltage on either the 1A or 1C 480V essential bus Is re-established via
the respective EDG set. Essential loads are then picked up by the load

sequencer associated with the EDG set. At Fort St. Vrain the load shedding
circuit for each EDG includes four time delay relays (227-1A and 1C that

monitor loss of voltage on 1A 480V essential bus and 227-3A and 3C that
monitor loss of voltage on 1C essential bus). During this event two of

these relays (227-3A and 3C) remained de-energized even after the IB EDG had
re-energized the 1C 48UV essential bus. The other two relays (227-1A and
1C) also remained de-energized since the 1A bus had no power (loss of
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off-site power and 1A EDG out of service). With all four relays

de-energized, the load shedding circuits remained in the tripped state
(energized) and prevented the loads on the 1C and IB 480V essential buses
from sequencing on as designed.

The plant operators then manually reset the

load shedding relays by removing the control circuit fuses associated with
the load shedding circuit of IB EDG. (The operators had taken the

precaution of placing the hand switches controlling significant loads on the
essential buses in the "pull-to-lock" position to ensure complete control of
the loads once the buses are re-energized by IB EDG.)
Subsequent investigation of the event by the licensee revealed that
the coils of time delays 227-3A and 227-3C had railed.

The cause of failure

or the point in time at which the coils had failed were not determined.

A

review of existing test procedures for the diesel generators found that due

to procedural inadequacy these time delay relays are not tested as

individual components on a regular basis. Thus, the failures of these
relays would remain undetected during normal surveillance testing. Only due
to the uniqueness of the event were the coil failures discovered.

The

licensee subsequently tested all four time delay relays and has replaced the
faulty ones. A new procedure for testing these relays has been developed by

the licensee and was implemented in July 1983.
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Figure A.1-1 : Simplified Electrical Single-Line
Diagram of the 480 Volt Auxiliary Power System of

the Fort St.Vrain Nuclear Power Plant
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A.1.2

Temporary Station Blackout (Due to Human Error) at the Susquehanna

Nuclear Power Plant, USA
(Contributed by A. Rubin, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission)

On 26 July, 1984, Susquehanna Steam Electric Station Unit 2 was
operating at 30% power, and Unit 1 was operating at 100% power when the
licensee began preparations for a "Loss of Turbine Generator and Offsite
Power" startup test on Unit 2. Test conditions required that the electrical
supplies to the units be separated so that all Unit 1 engineered safety
system buses were to be fed from the Unit 1 startup transformer, all Unit 2
engineered safety system buses were to be fed from the Unit 2 startup

transformer, and all feeder breakers from the Unit 1 startup transformer to
the Unit 2 engineered safety system buses were to be racked out. The tie
breaker between Unit 1 and Unit 2 auxiliary buses also was required to be
racked out. All loads common to both units were to be placed on Unit 1
supplies.
After establishing the required test configurations and
prerequisites, the startup test was initiated by simultaneously opening the
Unit 2 main generator output breakers and the Unit 2 startup transformer
feeder breaker. As expected, the reactor tripped, turbine bypass valves
opened and containment isolation occurred. However, the four emergency
diesel generators did not start, and all four feeder breakers to the Unit 2
engineered safety system buses remained closed. The breakers should have
opened, and the diesel generators should have started automatically when the
startup transformer feeder breaker opened. The operator opened these
breakers from the control room. When the diesels still did not start, the
operator manually started all four diesels from the control room. Diesel
generator D tripped on overvoltage, and B tripped on overvoltage and
under frequency. Diesel generators A and C idled but did not close onto
their associated buses. Diesel generator A exhibited large frequency
oscillations and was manually tripped by the operator. The operator tried to
manually close diesel generator C breaker to the associated bus, but the
breaker would not close. The operator then closed the startup transformer
breaker and attempted to close the feeder breakers to the engineered safety
system buses, but they would not close.
At this point, operators were instructed to rack in the feeder

breakers from the Unit 1 startup transformer to the four Unit 2 engineered
safety system buses. As each breaker was restored to operability, the
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related engineered safety system bus preferred feeder breaker closed and the

related tripped diesel generator (A, B, and D) automatically started. Power
was restored to the first engineered safety system bus in approximately
11 minutes and the last bus in approximately 18 minutes. After restoring
power, diesel generators A, B, and D were shut down manually from the
control room as they had high priority alarms.

During the loss of all AC power to Unit 2, a significant portion of
the instrumentation in the control room failed downscale. The DC powered

instrumentation available to the operator included two narrow range level
instruments for monitoring reactor water level, high pressure coolant
injection (HPCI) and reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) supply pressure
indicators for monitoring reactor pressure, and a source range monitor. The
full core display provided erroneous indication that a significant number of
rods had not inserted into the core, which initially confused the operators.

The shutdown was confirmed, based on the indication from source range
monitor instrumentation and the reactor pressure trend. The control room had
no indication of suppression pool temperature and no indication of reactor

water level below zero on the narrow range instrument. Personnel stationed
at the local instrument racks were able to provide reactor water level
information to the control room.

The causes of the event include operator error, inadequate operator
training, imprecise procedures, ineffective independent verification, and
inadequate implementation of corrective actions for previously identified

problems. NRC and licensee investigations have revealed that the event was
initiated as a result of incorrect performance of the process utilized to

rack out the feeder breakers from the Unit 1 startup transformer to the

Unit 2 engineered safety system buses. The normal practice for racking out a
breaker is to ensure the breaker is open, enter the breaker cubicle, and

open the knife switch supplying DC power for breaker control. The breaker is

then racked out. When the operator went to rack out a breaker, he was
confronted with two DC knife switches and opened the wrong switch, thereby

removing DC power to the engineered safety system logic circuitry for each

bus rather than the DC control power to the breaker. The error was repeated
on all four buses.
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The consequences of the error were the loss of the following :
1. Automatic transfer capability of engineered safety buses to
alternate power sources ;
2. Automatic diesel generator start on loss of bus voltage ;

3. Ability to re-energize the buses from an off-site source from the

control room ;
4. Bus load shedding capability ;
5. Degraded grid protection ;
6. Breaker overcurrent or differential current protection ; and
7. Core spray or residual heat removal pump automatic or manual start
capability even with power available, hence, disabling the low
pressure emergency core cooling systems.

The investigation further revealed that the knife switch for DC
control power to the breaker was labeled "BREAKER CONTROL SWITCH AND TRIP
CIRCUIT FUSES" and the one for DC power to the engineered safety system
logic circuitry was labeled "DC CONTROL". It was the "DC CONTROL" knife
switch that the operator opened, and the error was not detected by the

startup engineer assigned to verify the operator actions. During the
investigation of the event, it was learned that on two previous occasions

during the preoperational testing, the "DC CONTROL" switch was improperly

operated. The licensee corrective action following these events was to
provide operator training ; however, the operator who racked out the
breakers for the startup testing had not received that training.
Following the event, the licensee initiated immediate ana long-term
corrective action programs. Immediate actions, which included revising

labeling and painting of knife switches and providing training and revising
procedures to preclude similar events, were completed prior to the unit
restart. The long term corrective actions include : improvement of the
independent verification program ; upgrading of existing electrical
operating procedures and developing new ones, as required ; determination of
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the adequacy of instrumentation available on loss of AC power ; and
evaluation of the present design for compliance with USNRC Regulatory
Guide 1.47, Bypass and Inoperable Status Indication for Nuclear Power Plant
Safety Systems.

A.2

LOSS OF OFF-SITE POWER

A.2.1

Partial Grid Collapse Due to Loss of Generating capacity from the
Doel-3 Nuclear power plant, Belgium

(Contributed by B. de Boeck, Département de la sûreté nucléaire de
l'association Vincotte)
On 4 August 1982, at approximately 11:00 hours, a trip of the Doel 3

nuclear power station led to a loss of the 380 kV and 150 kV grid causing a
partial grid collapse affecting the northern part of Belgium. The three

nuclear units in operation at the Doel site lost their two off-site power
sources for about one hour.
The trip of Unit 3 occurred during a periodic test of the oil level

protection system of the main turbine oil tank. The cause of the partial
grid collapse could be attributed to lack of reserve reactive power

generating capacity. This lack caused a voltage decline which tripped the
tranmission line protection systems.

As a result of this incident the following actions were taken :
1. Improvement in the interconnections in the 380 kV grid. Some
improvements have been decided even before the incident, but their

implementation were not completed.
2. Study of the influence on grid stability of the instantaneous loss
of the largest reactive power generating unit.

A.2.2

Partial Grid Collapse Due to Loss of Transmission Capacity in Sweden
(Contributed by F. Reisch, Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate)

On 27 December 1983, a few minutes before 13:00 hours a flashover to
earth occured in a 400 kV switchyard about 50km north west of Stockholm.
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Two transmission lines connecting hydroelectric power stations in the north

to the load centres in the south were tripped. The remaining lines of the
network received increased load and, as a result, voltage declined.
Overcurrent and under impedance protection disconnected more lines coming
from the north to the south. Thus a northern and a southern network were

created. The northern network, with all the hydroelectric stations and the
Forsmark nuclear power plant, had a production surplus. After some voltage

and frequency transients, this network was stabilized.
The southern network, after its isolation, had only -the three nuclear
power plants (Ringhals, Barseback and Oskarshamn) available. In this

network, consumption greatly exceeded the instantly available generation
resources and, as a result, both voltage and frequency sharply declined.

There exists a load shedding scheme for southern Sweden which disconnects,
stepwise, half of the load on declining frequency. However, when this load
shedding was initiated, voltage declined and the remaining half of the load
exceeded the available generating capacity. None of the above-mentioned

nuclear power plants succeeded in switching the main generator to house load
operation because of the preceding poor grid conditions. At the three

effected nuclear plants there are all together 24 diesel generators. Each of
these started automatically and operated satisfactorily. All nuclear power
plants in Sweden have available gas turbines, in addition to the emergency
diesel generators. These gas turbines, however, did not have to be utilized

during the event since the diesels operated properly. Host parts of the
400 kV grid were recovered in less than an hour (see Fig. A.1-2). However,

the diesels in the nuclear power plants were operated for some additional
time as a precautionary measure.

As a result of this incident, a number of measures will be carried
out to improve preparedness to cope with such situations in the future.
These measures, which are expected to be completed in a couple of years,
include :
1. Completion of the planned expansion of the grid ;

2. Installation of additional circuit breakers in the switchyards ;

3. Improvement of the load sheeding schemes ;
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: The Swedisch 400 kV Network

4. Improvement in the nuclear power plants' ability to switch over
the main generator (house load) operation ; and
5. Improvement in instructions and training to the operating

personnel.

A.2.3

Loss of Off-Site Power Due to Cable Insulation Failure at the Angra-1
Nuclear Power Plant in Brazil

(Contributed by L. Carvalho, Furnas Centrais Electricas SA)
At 11:44 hours on 17 April 1982, an alarm of the service transformer
windings X and Y ground failure was received. A visual inspection showed

the winding Y ground detector relay actuated and the area operator noticed
smoke from the T1A2 grounding transformer, indicating an overheating problem.

The plant at that time was in hot shutdown condition with normal
operating temperature and pressure, with only one reactor coolant pump (RCP)
in operation (Angra-1 is a two-loop PWR and only one RCP is needed for hot

shutdown). Both steam generators were being fed through auxiliary feedwater
pump B ; pump A was blocked out (i.e. de-energized).
The normal electrical lineup is the unit auxiliary transformer (T1A1)
feeding the service buses (non-safety) and the service transformer (T1A2)
feeding the emergency buses (see Fig. A.1-3).
At 12:05 hours, it was decided to isolate the service transformer

(T1A2) for further inspection. This required transferring the emergency
buses to the Unit Auxiliary Transformer (T1A1). Immediately after the
transfer to T1A1, the main generator blocking relay (which includes the unit
auxiliary transformer protection) actuated, opening the 500 kV and 4.16 kV
breakers, thereby de-energizing the unit auxiliary transformer and all
4.16 kV buses.

This sequence initiated signals to start the diesel generators to
supply the emergency buses and to activate the turbine-driven auxiliary feed
pump. Both diesel generators started successfully.
The actuation of main generator blocking relay was due to the unit
auxiliary transformer differential relay (87/T1A1 phases B and C).
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Fig. A.2-3

Simplified Diagram of The Angra Plant Electric Power Supply

During the transfer from T1A2 to T1A1, the running auxiliary feed

pump did not start, and had its electrical protection actuated. A survey
showed that the cables muffles of the pump motor were deteriorated.

It was

concluded that initially the deterioration was not enough to actuate the
protection, but enough to generate a current that heated up the grounding
transformer at T1A2. After the transfer with the stop and restart of the
pump, the motor starting current was enough to damage the muffles, which

were already partially deteriorated. This caused a short circuit that
tripped both protections to the pump and to transformer T1A1.
At 12:21 hours the service transformer was re-energized and the plant

normalized.
As a result of this incident, a specific surveillance programme was
developed for inspecting all muffles.
and corrected.
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Some potential problems were found

A.2.4

Loss of Off-Site Power Due to Insulated Conductor Breakdown at the
Bohunice WER-440 Nuclear Power Plant in Czechoslovakia
(Contributed by L. Planovsky, Nuclear Power Plant Bohunice)
On 21 January 1982, there occured a loss of off-site power at the

Bohunice WER 440 nuclear power plant due to breakdown of the insulation of
a 6 kV conductor in the safety-related power supply system. The event

occured during the surveillance testing of the diesel generators of Unit

No. 2 which at that time was operating a full power.
Surveillance testing of the diesel generators requires the generator
under test to be connected to the vital power bus which has to be
disconnected from the unit service transformer and connected to start up
transformer (Fig. A.2-4). During the preparation for disconnecting the bus
SI, an alarm of line-to-ground fault appeared on buses SI and S2 after
closing the breaker Bl. The alarm of line-to-ground fault on the startup
transformer (SUT) failed. The operator decided to localize the fault by
disconnecting the buses SI and S2. After opening the tie breaker B2, the
alarm disappeared at bus S2, but continued at bus SI. The operator then
decided to restore the power supply of the buses SI and S2 from the service
transformer (SPT) for which it was necessary to reclose tie breaker B2 and

then to open the breaker Bl. At the moment of breaker B2 closure, the main
generator tripped from the actuation of the service transformer (SPT)
differential protection. At the same time, the differential protection of
the startup transformer (SUT) tripped, disconnecting it. The reactor
scrammed from the signal of more than two tripped main coolant pumps. The

startup and loading of all diesel generators on the emergency buses SI and

S3 proceeded properly.
The first line-to-ground fault appeared on the startup transformer

(SUT) - bus X. Later, a check of the phase conductor PI revealed that it was
damaged. By closing the tie breaker B2 for the second time, the fault was

transferred on the service transformer (SPT) bus X and there followed a
breakdown of insulation in phase conductor P2. The two-phase short-circuit

occurred in the sections protected by differential protections of the
startup (SUT) and service (SPT) transformers.
Electrical power to buses X, Y was restored in 9 min. after the trip
of the start-up transformer (SUT) ; however, as the indication of

line-to-ground fault on SUT continued, the power supply was transferred from
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Figure A.2-4 : Simplified Diagram of the
Bohunice Electric Power Supply

SUT to the second plant start-up transformer. Gradually, all 6 kV buses were
normalized except one which had a failure in measuring circuits.
The incident can be considered as a safety-related event in the

category of degradation of items important to safety. Specifically, there
occurred a degradation of essential support systems, i.e. the loss of

off-site power during reactor scram. The main cause was the breakdown of a

6 kV insulated conductor. During tests made after the event, up to
20-30 percent of joints of insulated conductors located in the open

environment did not meet the test requirements.
Human error contributed to the incident in the sense that the

operators : 1) did not interrupt the tests of diesel generators after an
alarm of line-to-ground fault ; 2) connected a diesel generator to a bus
with a line-to-ground fault ; and 3) connected an energized transformer
without first checking why the differential protection previously
disconnected it.
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B.I

Belgian Position With Regard to Station Blackout
B. de Boeck, Belgium
Up to the present time, U.S. rules and regulations have been followed

for the design of the Belgian nuclear power stations and therefore station

blackout has not been considered as a design basis accident. This was found
acceptable by the Belgian Safety Authority for the several reasons. The
three older plants Doel 1, Doel 2, Tihange 1 where licensed when station
blackout was not considered. The four new plants (Doel 3, Doel 4, Tihange 2,
Tihange 3) have an emergency system in addition to and separated from the
normal safety system. This emergency system is located in a hardened (or
"bunkered") building and is designed to cope with external events such as an
aircraft crash or a gas cloud explosion. Thus, in case of a loss of off-site
power with complete destruction or failure of all the safety diesels, the
emergency diesels will start and will power the emergency charging system,
the emergency seal cooling system and the emergency feedwater system. These

systems will maintain the plant in a safe condition. Therefore, due to the

diversity of the on-site power system, a complete station blackout is highly
improvable.
In Belgium, every nuclear license requires a re-evaluation of safety
every ten years. A complete evaluation of the plant is made to determine
what improvements can be made in light of the new rules and regulations, and

of operating experience. In view of this, the safety authority has asked
that station blackout be considered for the re-evaluation of the 10 year old
nuclear power plants.
B.2

Off-Site Power Losses at Angra Nuclear Power Plant
Luiz F. de Carvalho, Brazil
The Angra 1 nuclear power plant (a 2-loop PWR) is connected to the

Centre-South Brazilian Grid which is fairly stable and reliable. The plant
has two independent off-site electrical systems. One of these is a 500 kV
line that is connected to the main generator, and the other is 138 kV that
is exclusively connected to the internal (safety and non-safety) plant
buses.
Two cases involving the off-site electrical system are presented. The
first is a case of grid collapse that happenned on 18 April 1984 ; it was
the only such case in Brazil during the last twenty years. The other case is
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a loss of off-site power due to an Internal problem. The grid collapse case
is described in detail in Appendix A.2.3.

B.3

Preliminary Analysis of Loss of Electrical Supply for Nuclear Power
Plants with VVER-440 Reactors

L. Planovsky, Czechoslovakia

A brief description is presented of the WER 440 Bohunice nuclear
power plant and the technology on which it is based. The large inventory of

water in the primary and secondary circuit in comparison to reactor thermal
power is underscored. Due to this design feature and the six horizontal
steam generators, the plant can, after a reactor scram, withstand being
without any AC power supplies for a long time.

Analysis of plant transients during station blackout conditions are
then presented. Preliminary analysis indicates that it would take about 3.7
hours (following the station blackout event) before the steam generator
tubes are uncovered and approximately 4.7 hours before reactor coolant

boiling could be expected. A serious damage of reactor core is not expected

to occur even up to 5 1/2 hours, the time period selected for analysis.

Within this period of 5 1/2 hours, It is expected that the off-site power
can be restored or have the standby power sources made operational by plant
personnel.
The results of the station blackout study has indicated no necessity to
institute any fundamental changes in the plant design or make any backfits.
The subsequent improvements will be focused on proper training of operating
personnel and maintaining the emergency diesel generators in good condition.

B.4

Studies on Nuclear Power Plant Capacity to Withstand Station Blackout

in Finland
A. Laukia, Finland

There has been no total grid collapse in Finland since nuclear energy

generation started in 1977. All four units - two BWRs (660 MWe each) and two
PWRs (465 MWe each) - have been successfully tested during commissioning, to
switch from full load to house load operation. No significant grid-initiated

transients have been experienced.
A short analytical description is given about the behaviour of the

safety-related systems and the essential plant parameters during a station
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blackout, taking into account the design philosophy of having only
motor-driven safety system equipment at the plant.
The present status of studies on introducing reliable and diversified AC
power for the plants to cope with a total blackout in a relative short time
is presented.

B.5

Safety Aspects of Station Blackout - the French Position -

J.P. Berger, France
French nuclear power plants are built using deterministic criteria.
They have as power supplies :
1. Two independent electrical connections to the grid ; and

2. Two independent internal supplies (diesel generator sets).
After the THE incident, the French utility, Electricité de France

(EDF), had discussions with safety authorities in regard to accidents which
are at the limit or beyond the design (in particular the total loss of power
supplies).
To cope with a station blackout three functions are needed :
1. A heat removal system ;
2. An injection to primary pump seal (because the different tests
made in France indicated that the seals would break after a
certain delay) ; and
3. Some DC supply.
In order to provide these functions needed to cope with the event,
the following have been done :

1. The Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFwS) of the 900 MWe plants has
three pumps, two of which are motor-driven and the other,
turbine-driven. On the other hand, the AFWS of the 1300 MWe plants
has four pumps, i.e., two motor-driven and. two turbine-driven. The

tank from which the pump takes suction allows the removal of
residual heat for 15 hours and it can be refilled.
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2. EOF took the decision to install in all plants a 150 kilowatt
steam driven turbo-generator set (the steam comes from the
secondary circuit) to power a pump which supplies seal injection
water and supply DC power to the control equipment necessary to

operate the plant. For the next series of 1400 kWe French plants
(i.e. the N4), EDF estimates that the probability of a station

blackout event will be less than 10

/unit/year.

Also, the event of a station blackout, operating procedures call for
nt to be cooled down to a safe state (40 bars, 180 C) where seal
the plant
injection is not needed anymore.

B.6

Issues Related to Station Blackout
W. Frisch, Federal Republic of Germany
In German nuclear power plant design the station blackout (which is

loss of all on-site and off-site normal and emergency AC power), is expected

to be an event of extremely low probability of occurrence due to the design
of emergency AC power supply systems. The design is based on several safety
requirements, such as :

single failure criterion
repair criterion
protection against external events
separation of redundant system functions.
The requirements are defined in the "Sicherheitsbestimmungen fuer

Kernkraftwerke" and in the guidelines of the Reactor Safety Commission.
In addition to a highly reliable emergency AC power supply a very
reliable supply of off-site and on-site normal AC power is required, as
stated in KTA 3701.1. It is required to have three sources of normal AC
power, which in plant design is realized by two grid connections and a

reliable automatic procedure of turnover to house load after a grid
disconnection of the main generator.

An evaluation has been performed on "Emergency Power Cases"
(Nostromfall), which is loss of normal AC power resulting in a demand for
diesel electrical power supply. Results have been published in
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Atomwirtschaft, February 1984 under the title "Zuverlaessingkeit der

Eigenbedarfsversorgung in Kernkraftwerken". In 33 years of operation of six
plants, 8 cases have been reported. In 3 cases, the main generator was
connected to the grid when the failure occurred.

Based on the requirements mentioned above, the following emergency AC
power supply systems and emergency feedwater systems are provided in recent
plants.

Number of

Heat removal capacity to maintain

generators

post shutdown, hot standby conditions

Emergency
AC Power Systems I

2 x 100%
(Start-up and Shutdown Systems)
Emergency power supplied by 2 Diesels

Emergency
AC Power System II

4

x 100%

(Emergency Feedwater System II)

B.7

Analysis and Evaluation of Operational Data on Emergency Diesel

Generators in Italy
Guiseppe Basso, Italy
The importance to nuclear safety of abnormal occurrences which may

lead to station blackout has been recognized in Italy since the late 1960's.
The need for providing a nuclear power plant with a very reliable source of
emergency AC power has led to the choice of four (4) diesel-generator sets
for the Caorso plant, a 882 MWe BWR, which attained initial criticality in
1977.
During the inital tests of this plant, it was considered beneficial to

make an assessment of the expected reliability of the emergency diesels. In
view of the lack of operational data on diesel generators for nuclear power
plants, it was decided initially to collect data and evaluate the
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performance of some domestic sets for supplying emergency power to

industrial factories, hospitals, etc. Following this study, analysis was
performed of data on nuclear power plant diesel generators, particularly

those which are of similar technology to and designed to similar standards

and criteria as the Caorso plant.
The paper presents the results the two studies regarding diesel
generators and some insights are given on the comparative reliability of the
Caorso emergency power supply, using the data that have been accumulated for

the 4 sets of diesel-generators of the plant from 1978 to 1983.

B.8

Loss of Off-Site Power at Korea Nuclear Power Plant Unit 1

(KNU-1)
Moo Sun Yu, Korea (Republic of)

In Korea, there are three nuclear power plants in operation and six
900 MWe class plants are under construction. In 1988, construction work for

KNU 9 should be completed, and by then nuclear plants will contribute 3b% of

the total electric capacity.
The off-site power systems consist of 345 kV and 154 kV transmission

lines. The on-site power systems have two identical trains which are
independent and are backed up by emergency diesel generators for
safety-related loads.

Korea has had only one loss of off-site power experience at KNU 1.
The turbine tripped due to a mechanical fault and the 345 kV circuit breaker
opened. The automatic transfer of power supply system from the unit
transformer to auxiliary transformer failed. However, the emergency diesel
generator automatically started.
Station blackout considerations is not licensing requirement, so far,
in Korea. However, the emergency operating procedures for nuclear power

plants cover the station blackout event, in compliance with the request of

the licensing authority. In addition, efforts are exerted on good preventive
maintenance to secure reliable power supply systems in the plants. Keen

attention is also paid to the progress of new requirements in other
countries concerning the station blackout issue.
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B.9

Consideration of Station Blackout Issues for the Laguna Verde Nuclear
Power Plant

A. Garcia Rosas, Mexico
In the design and construction of the Laguna Verde Nuclear Power
Plant, the utility, Comision Federal de Electricidad (CFE), has taken into

account the station blackout issue at two levels.
In the first level were included provisions for the prevention of a

blackout in three ways :

1. Studies on grid stability, using applicable computer codes ;
2. Redundancy of external power sources, by connecting the plant to
the grid through five lines directed to three cities ;
3. Improvement of diesel generator reliability through a reliability

program which includes the recommendations of the USNRC documents,
NUREG CR/0660 and the generic letter 84-15.
The second level involves studies in the possible consequences of a

station blackout as well as the capability of the reactor core isolation

cooling (RCIC) system to maintain the coolant inventory of the reactor
during a blackout. This capability is assured by :
1. Verifying that the RCIC only requires direct current power and

the decay heat of the reactor to maintain reactor level ;

2. Calculating the time necessary to get the saturation temperature
in the pressure suppression pool and verifying that there is no
major impact of the HVAC loss on the turbine-driven RCIC pump ;
and
3. Verifying that containment isolation is maintained.
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B.10

Loss of Off-site Power at Almaraz Unit 1

C. Prieto Campos, Spain
At 13:54 hours on 30 December 1981 a loss of off-site power incident
occurred at the Almaraz nuclear power plant due to extreme weather

conditions. At the time of the incident, the plant was operating at 34%
power level and all the principal control systems were in the automatic
mode. Load shedding sequence occurred properly and system pressure was
controlled via the atmospheric relief valves. As a result of cooling of the

reactor coolant system, the pressurizer level dropped but the level was
regained after the pressurizer was supplied from the refuelling water
storage tank. Stable natural circulation was subsequently established.
Off-site power was restored after approximately 3 hours.
The paper gives a detailed description of the incident, the results
of the analysis of the incident and the actions taken to improve the

capability for coping with the event in the future. These actions fall under
the areas of design, procedures development and operator training.

B.ll

Partial Grid Collapse in Sweden
F. Reisch, Sweden
On 27 December 1983, a few minutes before 13:00 hours, two

transmission lines - carrying power from the northern hydro stations to the

load centers in the South - were cut off because of a switchyard failure.
The remaining lines became overloaded which led to declining grid voltage

and finally to a partial grid collapse. Three nuclear sites were affected.
None of them were able to switch over to house load operation. At each plant

all the diesel generators - 24 all together - started automatically and
operated well. Host of the 400 kV grid was recovered within an hour.
A description of this grid collapse case is given in Appendix A.2.2.

B.12

Issues Related to Station Blackout

A. Voumard, Switzerland

The Swiss criteria for the off-site power supply require a generator
breaker and two connections to the grid. All units have the capability to
switch to house-load. In addition, the plants can be connected either
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instantly or in a few hours to a nearby hydroelectric plant. As the grid is

very stable, the probability of a challenge to the on-site diesel power
supply is relatively small. Indeed, this has never happened.
The criteria for the on-site power supply require compliance with the
single failure criterion and, in addition, for the supply to be functional
under the condition of one component under repair. Furthermore, new plants
have a redundant special emergency system to cope with external events. This

system is self-sufficient and is supplied by its own diesel generator.

The table below summarizes the power supplies to the Swiss plants :

Two Connections Generator
to the Grid

House
Breaker
Load
Operation

On-Site Power Suppply

Safety Syst. Special Emerg.Syst.

Beznau I

X

-

X

Hydro

2 DGs

Beznau 11

X

-

X

Hydro

2 DGs

Muehleberg

X

X

X

Hydro

1 DG

Goesgen

X

X

X

4 DGs

2 DGs

Leibstadt

X

X

X

3 DGs

2 DGs

A special emergency system is to be added to the Muehleberg plant. It

will improve the emergency core cooling and the ability of the plant to cope

with external events. For the Beznau plants it is required to improve the
on-site power supply and the ability of the plant to cope with external

events. Generally the experience with diesel generators has been

satisfactory, with the exception of an incident which was reported on
20 September 1984 to the Incident Reporting System of the Organization for

Economic Co-operation and Development, Nuclear Energy Agency (OECD/NEA)
IIRS/207(1982), 1RS 430(1984)].
If the new systems are taken into account the probability of a
station blackout should be very small. Nevertheless, station blackout has

been investigated in more detail in the past in conjunction with evaluation
of the effects of the Nuclear Electromagnetic Pulse (NEMP) produced by the
detonation of a nuclear weapon. The results concerning station blackout were

in accordance with the considerations of chapter 4 of this IAEA document on
Station Blackout.
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B.13

Some Thoughts on the Station Blackout Issue
R.D. Bye, United Kingdom

The provision of diverse and redundant sources of external supply is
a major factor in avoiding station blackout and the ability of a station to
withstand grid disconnection can also help to reduce the number of times

that standby supplies are called upon. It is standard practice for standby
generators to start automatically on loss of grid but if they are also
started on reactor trip the post trip sequence is less likely to be
interrupted if the grid subsequently fails.
Current UK designs put the essential systems into trains, each with
its own standby generator and supplying diverse methods of cooling. In older
designs the reliability of supplies may not meet current standards and a
back fit of additional supplies may be necessary.
The ability of standby power sources to meet the safety requirements
of the plant must be tested and this testing must realistically determine

the overall system reliability.

B.14

Safety Aspects of Station Blackout - U.S. Experience

P. Baranowsky, United States of America
The safety aspects of station blackout is currently an unresolved

safety issue in the United States of America. During the past several years,
an extensive research program was sponsored by the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission to evaluate the likelihood and level of risk due to station
blackout in the U.S. Moreover, this work has identified the dominant factors
which affect risk relative to AC power reliability and ability to cope with
a station blackout.

Because details of electrical power system design and operation vary
considerably the potential risks of station blackout also vary. However, it
is clear that the ability to provide prompt restoration of AC power from the
normal or nearby and alternative sources, along with maintaining high levels
of emergency AC power reliability through redundancy and diversity of

design, diesel generator performance and reduction of potential common cause

failures are means for reducing the occurence of the event. Risks are also
substantially affected by procedural adequacy in restoring lost AC power and
maintaining adequate core cooling during periods with AC power available.
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B.15

Station Blackout Considerations for the Krsko Nuclear Power Plant
Z. Gabrovsek, Yugoslavia

Two separate and independent sources of off-site power are provided

for nuclear power plant Krsko. One source is directly from the 380 kV

switchyard. The second source is the 110 kV transmission line which connects
Krsko with a nearby gas turbine station and 110 KV transmission network. In
the event of the breakdown of both 380 kV and 110 KV systems, the gas turbine

station can restore house load power in approximately 10 minutes. The

emergency power source consists of two diesel generator units, each of 3.5
MW continuous capacity. The required operator actions in the event of a
station blackout are briefly discussed.
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